
6 Individual Problems

Problem 1. Compute the largest prime divisor of 15!− 13!.

Problem 2. Three non-overlapping squares of positive integer side lengths each have one vertex at the origin and
sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Together, the three squares enclose a region whose area is 41. Compute
the largest possible perimeter of the region.

Problem 3. A circle with center O and radius 1 contains chord AB of length 1, and point M is the midpoint of
AB. If the perpendicular to AO through M intersects AO at P , compute [MAP ].

Problem 4. Suppose that p and q are two-digit prime numbers such that p2 − q2 = 2p + 6q + 8. Compute the
largest possible value of p+ q.

Problem 5. The four zeros of the polynomial x4+jx2+kx+225 are distinct real numbers in arithmetic progression.
Compute the value of j.

Problem 6. Compute the smallest positive integer n such that
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√
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√
nc

are distinct.

Problem 7. If n is a positive integer, then n!! is defined to be n(n−2)(n−4) · · · 2 if n is even and n(n−2)(n−4) · · · 1
if n is odd. For example, 8!! = 8 · 6 · 4 · 2 = 384 and 9!! = 9 · 7 · 5 · 3 · 1 = 945. Compute the number of positive
integers n such that n!! divides 2012!!.

Problem 8. On the complex plane, the parallelogram formed by the points 0, z, 1
z , and z + 1

z has area 35
37 , and

the real part of z is positive. If d is the smallest possible value of
∣∣z + 1

z

∣∣, compute d2.

Problem 9. One face of a 2× 2× 2 cube is painted (not the entire cube), and the cube is cut into eight 1× 1× 1
cubes. The small cubes are reassembled randomly into a 2×2×2 cube. Compute the probability that no paint
is showing.

Problem 10. In triangle ABC, AB = BC. A trisector of ∠B intersects AC at D. If AB,AC, and BD are integers
and AB −BD = 7, compute AC.
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6 Individual Problems

Problem 1. Call a positive integer fibbish if each digit, after the leftmost two, is at least the sum of the previous
two digits. Compute the greatest fibbish number.

Problem 2. An ARMLbar is a 7 × 7 grid of unit squares with the center unit square removed. A portion of an
ARMLbar is a square section of the bar, cut along the gridlines of the original bar. Compute the number of
different ways there are to cut a single portion from an ARMLbar.

Problem 3. Regular hexagon ABCDEF and regular hexagon GHIJKL both have side length 24. The hexagons
overlap, so that G is on AB, B is on GH, K is on DE, and D is on JK. If [GBCDKL] = 1

2 [ABCDEF ],
compute LF .

Problem 4. Compute the largest base-10 integer ABC D, with A > 0, such that ABC D = B! + C! +D!.

Problem 5. Let X be the number of digits in the decimal expansion of 1001000
10,000

, and let Y be the number of
digits in the decimal expansion of 100010,000

100,000

. Compute blogX Y c.

Problem 6. Compute the smallest possible value of n such that two diagonals of a regular n-gon intersect at an
angle of 159 degrees.

Problem 7. Compute the number of quadratic functions f(x) = ax2 + bx + c with integer roots and integer
coefficients whose graphs pass through the points (0, 0) and (15, 225).

Problem 8. A bubble in the shape of a hemisphere of radius 1 is on a tabletop. Inside the bubble are five
congruent spherical marbles, four of which are sitting on the table and one which rests atop the others. All
marbles are tangent to the bubble, and their centers can be connected to form a pyramid with volume V and
with a square base. Compute V .

Problem 9. Compute the smallest positive integer base b for which 16b is prime and 97b is a perfect square.

Problem 10. For a positive integer n, let C(n) equal the number of pairs of consecutive 1’s in the binary repre-
sentation of n. For example, C(183) = C(101101112) = 3. Compute C(1) + C(2) + C(3) + · · ·+ C(256).
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